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The Problem 

• Proteins are not rigid 

– Polypeptides in solution have varying degrees of flexibility  

• Treating flexibility is docking is difficult 

– Full protein flexibility is not tractable in virtual screening 

• Treating receptors rigidly can produce many false negatives 

– Different actives may need different receptor structures 

 



Approaches 

• Limited receptor flexibility in docking 

– Advantages 

• Simultaneous ligand and receptor sampling 

– Disadvantages 

• Slows down docking calculations, sometimes considerably due to 

combinatorial effects 

• Key motions could be missed 

• Ensemble docking 

– Advantages 

• Focus on subset of relevant protein conformational states 

• Scales linearly with the number of receptor states 

– Disadvantages 

• Ligand-induced motions could be missed 

We will 

take this 

approach 



Reasons to Choose Ensemble Docking 

• Can leverage crystal structures, when available 

– No need to explicitly choose flexible residues of interest 

– Can account for multiple movements in one structure 

• MD can be used in addition to or in place of crystal structures 

– Allows for more flexibility 

• Easy to implement 

– No need to modify docking code 



Challenges 

• Choosing the sampling method 

– Experimental structures 

• X-ray 

• NMR 

– Molecular dynamics 

– Monte Carlo 

– Low modes 

– Other 

• Choosing the ensemble 

– Literature publications have found this to be challenging 



Published Results and KNIME Workflow 

"Generation of receptor 

structural ensembles for virtual 

screening using binding site 

shape analysis and clustering"  

Osguthorpe, D. J.; Sherman, W.; 

Hagler, A. T. 

Chem. Biol. Drug Des., 2012, 

80(2), 182-193 

"Exploring protein flexibility: 

Incorporating structural ensembles 

from crystal structures and simulation 

into virtual screening protocols"  

Osguthorpe, D. J.; Sherman, W.; 

Hagler, A. T.,  

J. Phys. Chem. B,  2012, 116 (23), 

6952-6959. 



Our Method 

1. Begin with many structures 

– From crystal or simulation 

2. Run SiteMap on each structure 

– Compute shape of binding pocket for each structure 

3. Generate pairwise volume overlap matrix 

– Python script from Script Center 

4. Hierarchical clustering to get diverse binding sites 

– Choose number of desired structures 

5. Dock to each structure 

– Automated with the Virtual Screening Workflow (VSW) 

6. Aggregate results 

– Take top N% from each target 



Limitations 

• Crystals or simulation may not cover the desired range of 

binding site shapes 

– Enhanced sampling methods might help 

• Selection based on shape diversity alone might be insufficient 

– A collapsed binding might be diverse, but not interesting 

• Selected receptor structures might be strained 

– Accounting for strain energy of a receptor is difficult 

– For now, we treat all structures as equienergetic 



SiteMap Overview 

by oral small molecules.20 Given that most therapeutic

projects in the pharmaceutical industry continue to pursue

small-molecule, orally available therapeutics, the ability to

accurately predict target druggability, before much time and

money is spent on discovery efforts, is invaluable. Compared

to binding-site identification, less effort has been placed on

computational methods for predicting druggability, but the

MAPPOD model of Cheng et al. has been shown to have high

predictive ability.16

In this work we describe SiteMap,21,22 a program we have

developed for identifying binding sites and for predicting

their druggability. We describe in detail how SiteMap works

and validate its utility across a large set of diverse proteins.

We also illustrate its ability to characterize binding sites with

quantitative and graphical descriptors. SiteMap is fast enough

to be used routinely in drug-discovery studies. Thus, proteins

with roughly 5000 atoms, including hydrogens, take about

2- 3 min on a single CPU of a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4

workstation, while proteins with roughly 8000 atoms typi-

cally take about 5 min and proteins with 12,000 atoms take

about 9 min; for comparison, the average size of the proteins

used in this work is 4250 atoms. These attributes make

SiteMap a promising tool for binding-site analysis, virtual-

hit assessment, and lead optimization.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Site Maps. To illustrate the graphical feedback provided

in a typical application, Figures 1 and 2 show the cocrys-

tallized ligand for the thrombin 1ett receptor (Figure 3) and

the “site points” for the binding site generated by SiteMap

(white) in the context of the receptor structure and of the

gray, translucent SiteMap surface (see the Methods section).

The first focuses on relatively exposed regions of the site,

while the second profiles the buried specificity pocket.

Figures 4 and 5, taken from the same viewpoints, display

the hydrophobic (yellow), hydrogen-bond donor (blue), and

hydrogen-bond acceptor (red) maps but for clarity suppress

the receptor surface. These figures show that portions of the

hydrophobic groups of the ligand occupy hydrophobic

regions and that the donors and acceptors of the ligand for

the most part lie in or close to appropriate donor and acceptor

regions. On close examination, it is clear that SiteMap finds

that some elements of the ligand structure, such as the non-

hydrogen-bonded NH2 of the benzamidinium group, do not

support the binding. In addition, the hydrogen-bonded ligand

carbonyl group in Figures 4 and 5 just misses the red acceptor

region. But SiteMap is correct on this score because the N···O
distance, 3.33 Å, is too long for a strong hydrogen bond.

Overall, however, the match is reasonably good; in many

other cases, it is quite striking.

In contrast to techniques that color-code the receptor

surface, the maps and the properties generated by SiteMap

depend on the site as a whole, not just on the character of

the closest receptor atom. Moreover, the maps explicitly

show the shape and suggest the extent of the regions

Figure 1. SiteMap surface, site points, and cocrystallized ligand
for 1ett, exterior of pocket.

Figure 2. SiteMap surface and site points for 1ett, specificity pocket.
The protein is shown in wire-frame.

Figure 3. Thrombin 1ett inhibitor 4-TAPAP.

Figure 4. Hydrophobic, donor, and acceptor maps for 1ett, exterior
of pocket.
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Site Points 

Feature 

Surfaces 

Halgren, T; J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2009, 49, 377–389 



SiteMap Binding Site Detection Validation 

Halgren, T; J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2009, 49, 377–389 



SiteMap Druggability Assessment Validation 

Target Characteristics 
Undruggable 

• Very strongly hydrophilic 

• Relatively small and/or 

shallow 

• Little hydrophobic character 

Difficult 

• Sufficiently hydrophilic to 

require administration as a 

prodrug 

• Less hydrophobic than a 

typical site  

Druggable 

• Of reasonable size, 

enclosure, and 

hydrophobicity with 

unexceptional hydrophilicity 

 
Halgren, T; J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2009, 49, 377–389 



Hierarchical Clustering Overview 

1. Volume overlap matrix from SiteMap binding sites 

2. Hierarchical clustering on volume overlap matrix 

3. Choose number of clusters (4 for this study) 

4. Select representative member from each cluster 
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Desmond MD Simulations 

• Objective 

– Run long enough to see a variety of realistic binding site 

conformations 

• Protocols 

1. Standard MD for 5 ns w/ 1 ns production sampling 

2. Replica exchange MD (REMD) 

• 45 replicas 

• 300-400K 

• 3 ns per replica 

• ~135 ns total simulation 



Systems Studies 

• Crystal structures 

– HIV protease - ~200 structures 

– CDK2 - ~100 structures 

• MD and REMD 

– HIV protease 

– CDK2 

– Androgen receptor 



HIV Protease Clustering Dendrogram 

2 singltons 



HIV Protease Crystal Structure Ensemble 

1EBZ 1HVS 

3AID 1XL2 



1XL2 Structure with Ligand 

	



3AID Structure with Ligand 

	



HIV Protease Enrichments 

Target EF(4%) Chemo(4%) 

 1EBZ 4.7 5 

1HVS 7.5 6 

1XL2 2.8 4 

3AID 4.2 5 

Ensemble 6.1 6 



CDK2 Clustering Dendrogram 



CDK2 Structure Ensemble  

1OI9 2BHE 

1W0X 1GZ8 



CDK2 Enrichments 

Target EF(4%) Chemo(4%) 

1OI9 9.0 11 

2BHE 5.5 6 

1GZ8 5.5 5 

1W0X 5.0 6 

Ensemble 9.0 11 



Nice To Have a Lot of Crystals, but… 

• In cases where many diverse crystal structures do not exist it 

would be nice to generate an ensemble through simulation 

• We chose MD 

– Any reasonable simulation methods would probably work 
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Results with Different Sampling Methods 



Results with Different Sampling Methods 



Conclusions and Future Directions 

• Ensemble docking to diverse binding sites leads to enrichment 

at least as good as best member of the ensemble 

• Crystal structures tend to be as good or better than MD 

structures 

– Sometimes there might not be enough crystal structures 

• Choosing cluster centroid structure is probably suboptimal 

– Looking at druggability index and other metrics 

• Enrichment values are less important that diversity of actives 

for a retrospective study like this 

• Complete KNIME workflow available on Schrödinger website 


